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Abstract 
We develop a theory of equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes for equivariant orthogonal 
vector bundles over schemes, parallel to Grothendieck’s theory of equivariant Chern classes for 
equivariant linear vector bundles. We apply it to generalise earlier results on characteristic 
classes of ‘trace forms’, due to Serre, Frbhlich, Snaith, Jardine, Esnault, Viehweg and the author. 
0. Introduction 
Back in the sixties, Grothendieck introduced equivariant Chern classes associated 
with representations of a group G on vector bundles over a scheme X [4]. If p is such 
a representation and if the integer m is invertible on X, p enjoys Chern classes: 
ci(p) E H2’(X;,,G;p@‘) m 3 
where H*(Xbt, G; p:‘) is mixed &tale cohomoloyy of (X, G) [4] 
Similarly, assume that 2 is invertible on X and let p be a representation of G on an 
orthogonal vector bundle E over X. Then p enjoys equivariant Stiefel-Whitney 
classes: 
wi(E,p) E H’(Xb,, G; Z/2). 
These classes have been alluded to in [l l] and defined in [2] (see also [S] for 
a special case). 
Assume G is finite. By the Kiinneth formula, H*(X,,,G;Z/2) decomposes as 
a tensor product of &tale cohomology of X and cohomology of G (both with 
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coefficients Z/2); accordingly, we get a decomposition 
Wi(E>P) = 1 wj.k(E,P), 
j+k=i 
with 
wj.k(E, P) E Hj(Xal, Z/2) 0 Hk(G, Z/2). 
It is easy to see that w,,,(E,p) is the ith StiefellWhitney class of E, and that 
W,,i(E,p) is the ‘geometric’ ith Stiefel-Whitney class of the representation p (Proposi- 
tions 1.1 and 1.2). In this paper, I study the other w~,~(E, p), at least in special cases. 
I plan to study in a future paper the ‘higher Stiefel-Whitney classes’, from algebraic 
L-theory to etale cohomology, that arise from these classes. 
The first, basic result is quite general. Let E be the quadratic bundle underlying p. 
There is an extension of group schemes [Z]: 
1 --+ pL2 + 6(E) + O(E) -+ 1, 
where O(E) is the orthogonal group of E and 6(E) is a certain covering constructed 
with the help of the Clifford algebra of E. Taking the (nonabelian) cohomology of this 
exact sequence of etale sheaves, we get a homomorphism 
Sp:UX,O(E)) +H’(Xet,pz) = H’(Xet,ZI2), 
which generalises the spinor norm (Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2). Composing with /-‘, we get 
a homomorphism 
Sp(E,p): G -+ H’(X,,,Z/2)> 
that is, an element of the group 
Hom(G,H’(X,,,Z/2)) z H1(X,,,Z/2)OH’(G,Z/2). 
This ‘spinor class’ Sp(E,y) was first considered by Frohlich 131. Then we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. “v,,,(E,p) = w~.~(E,~)~w~.~(E,~) + Sp(E,p). 
We prove this theorem here for ‘nice’ (e.g. noetherian) base schemes X (because in 
this case the argument is especially simple), and outline a proof that works in general 
(remark 2.3). 
Next, we deal with special values of X and the orthogonal bundle E. When 
X = Spec R and E is a positive-definite quadratic form, it turns out that w~,~(E, p) = 0 
forj > 0 (Theorem 3.1). Similarly, if X = Spec Z [ l/2] and E is positive definite, one 
finds 
Wj,k(E,/l) = 0 for j > 1, u’l,,(E,/‘) = (2) @ Vk(E>p)> 
for some u,(E,p) E Hk(G,Z/2), where (2) is the class of 2 in H ‘(Xct) via Kummer 
theory (Theorem 4.1). We prove that for k even, the ok(E, p) are expressible in function 
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of the other classes (Theorem 4.2), but that there are no further universal algebraic 
relations between the Q(E, p) and the wL(p) (Proposition 4.2). 
We then look at an even more special case: the one in which p comes from 
a permutation representation G + 6,. It is equivalent to look at the case G = 6, and 
the canonical representation I : G;,-O,(Z [ l/2]) (by permutation of the canonical 
basis). We find that the only extra algebraic relation between the wL(r)s and ~(1)s is 
~‘i (I) = wi (1). On the other hand, we prove in Theorem 5.2 that for all k, ok(l) - kwk(z) 
is negligible in the sense of Serre [lS]: this slightly generalises an earlier result ([ 11 
Theorem 31, cf. Remark 6.1 below). 
We then abandon orthogonal representations to apply the former results to the 
Stiefel-Whitney classes of ‘trace forms’. First, let rc: Y -+ X be an arbitrary etale 
covering of Z [l/2]-schemes. Then the direct image sheaf 7t, Oy defines an orthogonal 
vector bundle Tr,.x’ over X. We prove the following formula. 
Theorem 6.1. wi(Tr,x’) = We + (2).~i_,(n)f~r ~11 i 2 1. 
This disproves Conjecture 2.4 of [a], which predicted that the same formula as in the 
case of fields should hold in general, replacing Ui~ i(z) by (i - l)wi_ i(z) in the above. 
Finally, we consider the setup of [2], that is, we take a tamely ramified covering of 
Dedekind schemes n:: Y + X (over Z[1/2]), with odd ramification. The formula of 
[2] then generalises as the following: 
Theorem 7.1. w(E) = G(n) (1 + [l + ( - l)lpl~y,x). 
In this formula, G(z) denotes xi 2 0 wi(71) + (2).vi_ r(n), where the wi(rr) are defined 
in [2] and the vi(n) are similarly defined. 
Cowentions. We drop coefficients Z/2 from all cohomology groups, as no other 
coefficients will appear in this article. If X is a scheme over Z[ l/2] and u E T(X, G,), 
we write (u) for its image in H1 (X,,) by the boundary arising from the Kummer exact 
sequence 1 + p2 + G,?+G, -+ 1. 
1. Equivalent Stiefel-Whitney classes 
Let X be a scheme and G a group acting on X. Mixed &ale cohomology of (X, G) is 
the collection of derived functors of the left exact functor 
from the category of abelian equivariant G-sheaves on Xc, to that of abelian groups 
[4, 23: they are denoted by N’(X, G; 8) (i 2 0). In this article, we shall consider only 
the case 3 = Z/2, and drop these coefficients from the notation. 
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Assume that 2 is invertible over X. An equivariant orthogonal vector bundle over 
(X, G) is an orthogonal vector bundle E --f X provided with an action of G which is 
compatible both with the projection and the orthogonal structure. In other terms, 
given g E G, there is an isomorphism of orthogonal vector bundles: 
g:g*E+E, 
where g*E denotes the pull-back of E under the action of g on X and those satisfy the 
usual compatibility properties. To an equivariant orthogonal vector bundle E over 
(X, G) are associated equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes [2] 
Wi(~) E H’(Xt,, G). 
These classes can be defined either from the cohomology of the classifying space of 
the orthogonal group or by means of a splitting principle. They satisfy the three 
Hirzebruch axioms (Whitney formula, functoriality and normalization); the normaliz- 
ation axiom, in this case, says that if e is of rank 1, then wi(E) = 0 for i 2 2 and w1 (E) 
is the class of t5 in H’(XBt,G,Z/2) = H’(Xc,,G,O1). 
In this paper, we shall only consider the case in which G acts triviully on X. Then an 
equivariant orthogonal vector bundle on (X, G) is nothing else than an orthogonal 
vector bundle E + X together with a representation 
p : G + T(X, O(E)). 
This orthogonal representation will be denoted by (E,p) and its equivariant 
Stiefel-Whitney classes by ~‘i(E, p). 
Assume G is finite. Since G acts trivially on X, mixed cohomology of (X, G) 
coefficients Z/2 splits, via the Kiinneth formula, as a tensor product 
H*(X&,, G) z H*(X,,) 0 H*(G). 
Accordingly, wi(E, p) decomposes as a sum of ‘Kiinneth components’: 
wi(E,p) = 2 wj.k(E,P), 
j+k=i 
with 
wj,k(E,P) E H’(X,,) 0 Hk(G). 
Note that, if X = XluXz is a disjoint union of two subschemes X1 and X2, El and 
Ez are the restrictions of E to X1 and Xz and p1 and p2 are the components of p on 
Hom(G,T(X,,O(E,)) and Hom(G,T(X,,O(E,)), then wj.k(E,P) = wj,k(El,Pl)@ 
Wj, k(E2, pz) for the decomposition H’(X,,) @ Hk(G) z Hj(X,,J 0 Hk(G) 63 
H’(X,,,,) 0 Hk(G). 
To end this introduction, we consider the two extreme components Wi,o(E,p) and 
w,,~(E, p). The first (resp. second) can be considered as an element of H’(X,,) (resp. 
H’(G) if X is connected). 
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Proposition 1.1. Wi,o(E,p) = W,(E), where w,(E) is the ith ordinary Stiefel-Whitney 
class of the orthogonal vector bundle E. 
Proof. This is obvious by functoriality of the equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes by 
considering the embedding of the trivial group (1) into G. 0 
Proposition 1.2. Assume X connected. Then W,,i(E,p) is invariant by connected base 
change; it is denoted by wi(p) and called the ith geometric Stiefel- Whitney class of p. 
Again, this is obvious by functoriality. In particular, W,,i(E, p) = wo,i(E,.,) for any 
geometric point ‘1 of X, hence the terminology. 
2. The second equivariant Stiefel-Whitney class 
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose thut X is a union of a finite number of irreducible components 
(.for example is noetherian). Then one has the formula 
WI,,(-&P) = WI(E)@ W,(P) + Sp(E,p). 
The class Sp(E,p) was defined in the introduction. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Assume X connected and E = Ox, with quadratic structure given by 
x k+ax2, a E T(X,Ox*)/T(X, Ox*)2. Let r be the generator of O(E) z Z/2. Then 
Sp(r) = a E T(X, O,.)/T(X, OX.)2wH1(Xet). 
Proof. Passing from multiplicative to additive notation, we have a short exact 
sequence of &tale sheaves: 
By definition (see [2, 1.9]), 6(E) is the kernel of ‘squaring’: C*(E) + G,, where 
C*(E) is the group of units of Cl(E) = O,[ T]/( T 2 - u). Therefore, for any connec- 
ted X-scheme Y, one has 
r(Y>&W “= z/2 
if a is not a square on Y, 
(z,2)2 
if a is a square on Y. 
It follows that 6(E) is the trivial extension of Z/2 by itself, twisted by the 1-cocycle 
given by a. Lemma 2.1 then follows, for example, from [ 13, A3.11. 0 
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Lemma 2.2. Let F be an orthogonal direct summund of the orthogonal bundle E. Then 
there is a commutative diagram: 
1 - pLz-+ 6(F)- O(F)- 1 
II 1 I 
1 -Pi-+T)(E)-O(E)-+l. 
This is obvious, given the construction of 0( 12, 1.91). 
We now prove Theorem 2.1. Let Sp’(E, p): = w~.~(E,~) + wI(E)O wl(p): we want 
to prove that Sp(E,p) and Sp’(E,p), viewed as homomorphisms from G to H’(X.,), 
coincide. We do this in three steps: 
Step 1: The case qf lemma 2.1. Since dim E = 1, wz(E,p) = 0, and in particular 
w~.~(E,Q) =O. We must then prove that Sp(E,p) = wI(E)@w,(p). But w,(E) = a 
and wi (p)(g) = det(p(g)). Theorem 2.1 therefore follows from Lemma 2.1 in this case. 
Step 2: The case when X = Spec R, R u connected semi-local ring. We may assume that 
G = F(X, O(E)): = O(E, R), p = Id. By [14, Satz 0.6],O(E, R) is generated by hyper- 
plane reflections; therefore it is sufficient to prove that Sp(E,Id) and Sp’(E,Id) 
coincide on hyperplane reflections. But let r be such a reflection, H the corresponding 
hyperplane and F the orthogonal complement to H. Lemma 2.2 implies that 
Sp(E, Id)(r) = Sp(F, Id)(r). The same holds for Sp’, by functoriality of Stiefel-Whit- 
ney classes. Therefore we are reduced to step 1. 
Step 3: The case when X = Spec R, R an arbitrary semi-local ring. Assume R = 
RI x Rz. By the remark in Section 1 following the definition of w~,~, we have with 
obvious notations w,,,(E,p) = wl.l (E,,p1)0~,.1(Ez,~z)~1(E) = w~(E,)@w,(Ez) 
and w,(p) = wi(p,) 0 wi(p,). Similarly, one sees easily that Sp(E,p) = 
SP(E,,~,)OSP(E~,P~).N~~M:,(E)O~,(~)=~~,(E,)OW,(~,)O~,(E,)O~,(~,) 
since H’(R,).H’(R,) = H’(R,).H’(R,) =Oin H’(R).Thereforewearereduced to 
step 2. 
Step 4: The general case. Provide X with the irreducible Zariski topology of Appendix 
A. This defines a site Xzi~. There is a morphism of sites X,, + Xzir, hence a spectral 
sequence. 
where .%!$(Z/2) is the sheaf in the irreducible Zariski topology associated with the 
presheaf U ++Hq(U,,,Z/2). The constant sheaf .XFt(Z/2) = Z/2 is a flasque, since 
Xzir is irreducible (proposition A.l). Hence the spectral sequence yields an isomorphism 
H1 (Xc,, Z/2+H”(Xzi,, %:,(Z/2)), 
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By proposition A.l, the stalks of %?“:,(Z/2) are of the form H’((SpecR)i,,Z/2), 
where R is a semi-local ring; therefore we are reduced to step 2. 0 
Remark 2.1. In particular, Theorem 2.1 holds for X of finite type over a noetherian 
ring. One can easily extend it to the case X is of finite type over an arbitrary ring R by 
writing R as the direct limit of its finitely generated subrings. 
Remark 2.2. It is easily checked a priori that Sp and Sp’ are additive on orthogonal 
representations (cf. [3] for Sp.) 
Remark 2.3. There is an alternative proof of Theorem 2.1, in the spirit of [2, 
Section 21. Consider pL2 and G as constant sheaves on Xc,, on which G acts, respective- 
ly, trivially and by conjugation. We have two extensions of G by ,u~: 1 -+ ,~i~ +
G -+ G + 1, obtained by pulling back by p the extension 1 + ,u~ + O(E) + O(E) + 1, 
and 1 + p2 --f G”’ + G --+ 1, where G”’ = G(q), viewed as a constant sheaf over Xt,, (q is 
a geometric point of X). The canonical class e E H ‘(X?,, G; G) has two boundaries & 
and Ye E H2(Xc,,G), respective to these two exact sequences. One finds 
&J = w,(JCp) + w,(.Vw,(E,p) + \YZ(E), d’e = w2(p) and i;e - Fe = w,(E)* + 
Sp(E,p). With this method one can prove Theorem 2.1 for an arbitrary base scheme 
X. Details are left to the reader. 
3. The case of the real numbers 
In this section, we assume that X = Spec R. The orthogonal bundle E then corres- 
ponds to a nondegenerate quadratic form q over R. We further assume that this 
quadratic form is positive. Therefore, it can be written as a sum of squares: 
q =x: + .” +x,‘. 
The orthogonal representations we consider in this case are therefore representa- 
tions p : G + O,(R). 
Theorem 3.1. Let p : G --f O,,(R) be a positive-de$nite red orthogonal representation. 
Then wj,k(E, p) = Ofor j > 0. 
Proof. The class Wj,k(E,p) is the pull-back by p of a class 
wj,k E Hj((SpecRM 0 Hk(Bon(R)), (3.1) 
where BO,( R) is the (topological) classifying space of the Lie group O,(R). This class 
is the (j, k)th Kiinneth component of a class 
Wi E H’(BGal(C/R) x BO,(R)) (i =j + k). 
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The latter comes from a universal Stiefel-Whitney class 
which can be obtained from [7] by comparison with itale cohomology of the 
simplicial group scheme BOJR, or directly by following the method of [7]. 
To prove Theorem 3.1, it is therefore sufficient to show that classes (3.1) vanish for 
j > 0. Since the cohomology of BO,(R) is detected by that of its diagonal subgroup 
(e.g. [6, Ch. 17, Proposition. 5.11) it suffices to prove Theorem 3.1 when G = (Z/2)” in 
its canonical representation on the basis vectors R” by change of signs. But this 
representation splits as a direct sum of one-dimensional representations. By the 
Whitney formula, we are therefore reduced to the case II = 1. In this case, there is at 
most one possibly nontrivial ~j.k for j > 0, namely u’~,~. But by Proposition 1.1, 
~‘i.~ = \v, of a positive-definite quadratic form over R, which is 0. 0 
4. The case where X = Spec Z [ l/2] 
In this section, we consider the case where X is the smallest possible, that is X = 
SpecZ[1/2]. 
As in Section 3, we make the following assumption on E: its underlying quadratic 
form is positive for the ordering of Q (or, equivalently, the real quadratic module 
E @ R is positive definite). In particular its discriminant, which is a unit of Z[1/2] 
modulo squares, must be 1 or 2. We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Under the above assumption, one has 
Wj’k(E’P) = 
0 for j > 1, 
(2) @ u,(E,p) for ,j = 1, 
where ck(E, p) is a certuin class in Hk(G). 
Proof. First recall the structure of Ctale cohomology modulo 2 of Spec Z[1/2] (e.g. 
[lo, Proposition 3.11): it is generated by the classes (2) and ( - 1) E H ‘(SpecZ[l/2]), 
subject to the only relations (2)2 = ( - l).(2) = 0. It follows that Hj(SpecZ[1/2]) is 
one-dimensional, generated by ( - 1)’ for j > 1 and two-dimensional, generated by (2) 
and ( - 1) forj = 1. Correspondingly, bvj,k (E,p) must have the form 
( - l)j@ u ifj > 1, (- l)@u+(2)@v ifj= 1. 
Extending scalars to R, (2) vanishes while ( - 1) remains nonnilpotent. By Theorem 
3.1, ( - 1)j @ u must be 0. This proves Theorem 4.1. q 
It is convenient to record here the addition formulas that the L’i satisfy: they follow 
readily from the Whitney formula for equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes. If (E, p) and 
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(E’, p’) are two orthogonal representations, then 
Ui(E 0 E’s P + P’) = C Uj(E, p)Wk(E’,p’) + uj(E’, p’)wk(E, p). 
j+k=i 
It is easy to compute Ui(E,p) for low values of i. Note that, since a submodule of 
a positive-definite quadratic module is positive-definite, by Lemma 2.1 and the other 
arguments of Section 2 the image of Sp(E, p) is contained in the subgroup of Z [ l/2]* 
generated by 2. Therefore, there is a unique character sp(E,p) E H’(G) (possibly 0) 
such that, for any g E G, Sp(E, p)(g) = 2”P(E*‘1”g). 
Proposition 4.1. One has 
(a) u,(E,p) = 1 ifwl(E) # 0 and 0 ifwl(E) = 0. 
(b) ~,(E,P) = WI(P) + sp(E,p) i/-w,(E) + 0 and sp(E,p) ifwl(E) = 0. 
Proof. (a) follows from Proposition 1 .l and the remark at the beginning of the section; 
(b) follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
In particular, the Ui(E,p) are seen to depend on E, not only on the underlying 
representation p. For example, we may change E without changing p by multiplying 
its quadratic form by 2. If rk E is odd, this will change wl(E), hence u,(E,p) and 
r,(E, PI. 
Theorem 4.2. One has the relations 
2i- 1 
u2i(E, PI = ui(E, PI’ + C uz(E, P)W2i-t(P). 
r=o 
Proof. Recall that by [9] Steenrod squares act on the etale cohomology modulo 2 of 
any simplicial scheme, and act on Stiefel-Whitney classes by means of the Wu 
formulas [19]. Applying the Wu formulas to compute Sq’Wi+ l(E,p), we get 
Sq’Wi+l(E,p)= 2 wi~,(E,p)wi+l+,(E,p). 
t=o 
Keeping in mind that (2)2 = 0 in H*(SpecZ[1/2]), we see that for any 
u E H*(G) and any i > 0, Sq’((2)O u) = (2)O Sq’u (this formula living in 
H*(Spec Z[ l/2], G)). Accordingly, we get 
ri(E, P)2 = i Ui-lpr(E, P)Wi+ 1 +r(P) + Wi-t(P) + Ui+c(E,p) 
r=o 
2i 
= 1 ut(E,P)w2i+t(P), 
z=o 
this is equivalent to the formula of Theorem 4.2. 0 
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Corollary 4.1. If w,(E) = 0 and sp(E,p) = wr(p), then c,(E,p) = 0 and t14(E,p) = 
WI(P)(W3(P) + MKP)). 
We now show that the relations of Theorem 4.2 are the only universal polynomial 
relations among the wi(p) and the u,(E,p). 
Proposition 4.2. Let n be an even integer, G = (Z/2)2”, x1, , x2,, a basis of characters 
of G. Let x1, ,x,, act each on the quadratic form 2x2, while xn+, , . . . ,x2,, uct each on 
the quadratic form x2. Finally, let p be the direct sum of these orthogonul representa- 
tions. Then wl(p), . . . , w,(p) and the Ui(E,p)f or i odd < n are all algebruically indepen- 
dent in H*(G). 
Proof. Write (E,p) = (E’, p’) @ (I?‘, p”), where (E’, p’) is the sum of x1, . . , xn and 
(E”, p”) is the sum of x,, + 1, . ,x2,,. We have 
W((2)>XI) = 1 + (2) + x1; 
hence, 
w(E’,p’) = f: (1 + (2))“-‘Wi(p’) = i Wi(p’) + (2)@ i (n - i)Wi(p’) 
i=O i=O i=O 
= j0 wi(P’) + (2) 0 i i Wi(P') since n is even 
i=O 
We therefore get 
wi(P) = i wj(p’)Wi-j(p”)> vi(E3P) = i jWj(p’)Wi-j(/3”). 
j=O j=O 
Note that the wi(p’) and wi(p”) are altogether algebraically independent in H*(G). 
Let us neglect the wk(p”) for k even and order the others as follows: (wr(p’), 
%(P’),W5(P’)r ... ~w,-l(P’),wl(P”)rw2(P’),W3(P”), ..f ~w,-l(P”),WVn(P’)). Denote 
these elements by x1,x3, . . . ,x,_ ,,y,, . . . ,yn. On the other hand, set vJE,p) = Xi 
and wi(p) = Yi. 
For i odd, we can write Xi = Xi + a polynomial in the .“j (j < i) and the wk(p”) (k 
even). Similarly, we can write Yi = yi + a polynomial in the yj (j < i), the Xi and the 
wk(p”) (k even). This proves that Xi and Yi are all algebraically independent. 0 
Remark 4.1. Other, nonalgebraic relations are given by the action of the other 
Steenrod squares on the Vi, which follow as above from the classical Wu formulae. 
This easy exercise is left to the reader. 
For future reference, we now compute the equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes of 
the regular representation of an elementary abelian 2-group. 
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Proposition 4.3. Let G be an elementary abelian 2-group qf rank n, and p be its regular 
representation, considered us u representution over Z[ l/2]’ provided with its ‘standard’ 
quadratic form (sum of squares). Then 
(a) wi(p) = 0 if i is not oj-the form 2” - 2k; 
(b) Vi(p) = 0 if i + 2” - 1; 
(c) v2.-l(P) = nwz*~-l(P). 
In particular, if n is even, then vi(p) = 0 for all i. 
Proof. (a) is classical [15, Proposition 5.4.1. To see (b) and (c), let ?( be a character of G. 
Then e, = CSEG x(g)g is an eigenvector for x with eigenvalue - 1, and the e, form 
a new orthogonal basis of Z [ l/2] ‘. Furthermore, e: = 1 G 1 = 2”. Consequently, we 
may write 
P = 1 ((2”)>%), 
XEX 
where X denotes the group of characters of G and ((2”), x) denotes the representation 
of G on the one-dimensional quadratic form 2”x2 by means of the character x. By 
Proposition 1.1, one has 
w<~“),x) = 1 + 42) + wl(x); 
hence, 
W(P) = n (1 + n(2) + WI(X)). 
X6X 
We may develop this formula as 
2” 
W(p) = C (1 + n(2))‘W,,f_i(p). 
i=O 
By (a), this can also be written as 
w(p) = i (1 + n(2))2’w2,,_2r(p). 
k=O 
Since (2)2 = 0, (1 + n(2))2” = 1 unless k = 0. This proves (b) and (c). fJ 
Let o(z[I/~]) = QO~(Z[I/~]) and o’(z[I/~]) = lit30(<2,1, ... ~l>)(ZC1/21). 
There are maps cc:O(Z[1/2])+O’(Z[1/2]) and fi:O’(Z[1/2])+O(Z[1/2]): c( is 
obtained by embedding the form (1, , 1) in the form (2,1, . . . , 1) while /3 is 
obtained by embedding the form (2,1, . . . , 1) in the form (2,2,1, . . . , 1) and noting 
that (2,2) z (l,l). The composites U/I and /AI are inner automorphisms, and hence 
induce the identity on cohomology. 
Taking the special case E = ( 1, , 1 ), G = O(E, Z[1/2]), p = Id, we get univer- 
sal classes in the cohomology of G. These classes tabilise, yielding classes wi and Zii n 
the cohomology of O(Z[1/2]). Similarly, we get classes wl and vi in the cohomology 
of O’(Z[1/2]). 
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Proposition 4.4. One hus x*wi = wi, /?*wi = MI::, and x*0; = vi + wi, p*vi = v; + w;, 
Proof. This amounts to computing w(p @ (2)), where (2) is the quadratic form 2x2 
considered as a trivial representation, which is straightforward. 
In view of Proposition 4.4, we shall simply write u’~ for wi in H*(O’(Z[1/2])), but 
keep the notation vi, as distinct from vi. 
Conjecture 4.1. H*(O(Z[1/2]) (resp. H*(O’(Z[1/2])) is generated as an algebra by 
the Wi and the Ui (resp. by the Wi and the vi). 
5. The case of the symmetric group 
Let 6, denote the symmetric group in n letters. Then G, acts naturally on Z[ l/2]” 
provided with the quadratic form x: + ... + x,“. The corresponding homomor- 
phisms 6, --f O,(Z[ l/2]) stabilise, yielding a homomorphism 6, -+ O(Z[1/2]), 
where 6, = 1% Gn is the infinite symmetric group. By pull-back, the classes Ui and 
Wi of H*(O(Z[1/2])) provide classes in H*(5,); for s’ implicity, we shall still denote 
these pull-backs by vi and ~1~. 
Let p:G-tGn be a permutation representation. We always consider p as an 
orthogonal representation via the canonical representation s,, + O,(Z [ l/2]) of “-,. 
Since the underlying quadratic form is always a sum of squares, there is no need to 
mention it. Hence, we take the following notations; wyq( p) denotes the ith equivariant 
Stiefel-Whitney class of this representation, while wi(p) and Vi(p) denote the pull- 
backs of Wi and Ui by p. 
Proposition 5.1. In H’(5,,), one has the relation v1 = wl. 
Proof. Call p the representation G, + O,(Z [ l/2]), for a given n. In view of Proposi- 
tion 4.1(b), we have to show that wi(p) = sp(x: + ... + xz,p). Since G, is generated 
by transpositions, it is enough to check this on transpositions, or even on the 
transposition (12). In this way we are reduced to the case n = 2. The matrix of (12) 
acting on Z[ l/2] 2 with respect to the canonical basis (ei, e2) is 
0 1 
( 1 10’ 
with determinant - 1; this shows that wi (p)( (12)) = 1 E Z/2. On the other hand, (12) 
is a reflection with respect to the hyperplane ei + e2. A vector generating the 
orthogonal line is ei - e2, and Sp((12)) = (el - e2)’ = e: + es = 2. Therefore, 
sp(( 12)) = 1 E Z/2, as expected. 0 
Corollary 5.1. In H*(G,), one has v2 = 0; u4 = w1(w3 + us). 
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This follows from Corollary 4.1. 
We now show that there are no other algebraic relations among the wi and the odd 
ui in H*(&) than the one given in Proposition 5.1. 
Theorem 5.1. The Wi and the odd vi for i > 1 are alyehraically independent in H*(6,). 
Proof. It is enough to show that, for any n 2 1, wr(p), . . , W&I), us(p), us(p), , 
uzn + 1(p) are algebraically independent in H*(G) for a suitable permutation repres- 
entation p of a suitable group G. We choose G = (Z/2)3”. Let (x1, . . ,xnr 
$o, ,t,bZn- 1) be a basis of characters of G. Denote by Hi the kernel of xi and by 
Kj the intersection of the kernels of $lj- z and lclzj~ 1, so that HI, . . . , H, have index 
2 and K Ir , K, have index 4. Let p’ be the disjoint union of representations of G by 
permutation on the G/Hi, and p” the disjoint union of representations of G by 
permutation on the G/K,. We take p = p’up”: it is a permutation representation of 
degree 6n. 
By the special cases n = 1 and n = 2 of Proposition 4.3, we have, with obvious 
notation 
Weq(G/Hi) = 1 + (1 + (2)).w,(G/Hi), 
w”(G/Ki) = 1 + w,(G/Ki) + wj(G/‘Ki), 
hence 
w’“(p’) = I(1 + (2))‘. wi(P’) = W(P’) + (2) 0 C iWi(P’), W’Q”) = w(p”). 
Therefore, we get just as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, 
wi(P) = i wj(P’)wi-j(P”), Vi(p) = ~ jWj(p’)Wi 
j=O j=O 
i(P”). 
Proposition 5.1. With the above notution, w,(p”), . . . , w2,,+ I(~“) are algebraically 
independent in H * ( G). 
(Note that w,(p”) = 0, so the latter must be left out of the statement in the 
proposition.) 
Theorem 5.1 follows from Proposition 5.1. Indeed, suppose Proposition 5.1 is 
proven. Note that the wj(p’) are obviously algebraically independent in H*(G), as 
elementary symmetric functions of the independent variables wI(xi). On the other 
hand, the wz(p”), . , w2,,+ I(p”) depend only on the variables We; therefore, 
Proposition 5.1 implies that w,(p’), . . . ,w,(p’),~‘~(p”), ,w~,,+~(P”) are algebraic- 
ally independent in H*(G). Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we deduce that 
Wl(P’), ... , wn(p’), v,(p”), v5(p”), . . . ,v~~+~(P”) are algebraically independent in 
H*(G), as required. 
The not-so-easy proof of Proposition 5.1 is relegated to Appendix B. 
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We now prove a result in the opposite direction to Theorem 5.1. If G is a group, 
following Serre [18] we call an element x E H*(G) negligible if ,f*x = 0 for any field 
F and any continuous homomorphism 71: GF + G, where GF is the absolute Galois 
group of F. 
Theorem 5.2. For all i 2 1, vi - iWi E Hi(GTa) is negligible. 
Proof. According to [ 171, it is enough to check this for homomorphisms 7c : GF --f 5, 
which correspond to disjoint unions of permutation representations on sets with 1 or 
2 elements. Suppose first that rt is of degree 1 or 2. If it has degree 1, it is identically 
1 and obviously n*(vi - iwi) = 0 for all i. If rr has degree 2, then rc* wi = 0 for i > 2 and 
n*L’i = 0 for i > 1 by dimension counting, so again n*(oi - iwi) = 0 for all i since 
u1 = wr. Finally, assume that deg 71 > 2. We may write n = rr’urc”, where rc’ and 7~” 
are representations of smaller degrees. Then, by formula (4.1) 
Ui(7C) = 1 [Vj( 7C’) W/(( 7c”) + L’j( 7c”)Wk(~‘)]. 
j+k=i 
On the other hand, we may write 
iWi(7c) = i c Wj(7C’)Wk(lT”) = c [ jWj(TT’)Wk(?T”) + kWk(n”)Wj(n’)] 
j+k=i jtk=i 
= j+~zi[.iWj(R')wk(nu) +jWj(lcu)Wk(n’)]. 
Therefore, 
vi(n) - iwi(n) = c ([uj(n’) -jWj(n’)]Wk(~“) + [cj(n”) - jWj(~“)]Wk(~‘)}. 
j+k=i 
By induction on degn, all the Uj(n’) -julj(7~‘) and Uj(n”) - jwj(n”) are 0; hence 
U;(Z) - iWi(Z) = 0. 0 
Remark 5.1. Let G be a finite group and rc be its regular representation. As Serre 
pointed out, G acts on rc both on the left and on the right. This amounts to see Ye as 
a permutation representation 
where d(G) is the diagonal embedding of G into G x G. Consequently, rG inherits 
hiequiuariant Stiefel-Whitney classes 
Wi(rG) = ~r~(r~~~,n(c)) E ff’(ZC1/21, GX G). 
The corresponding classes wi(r GxC,n(G)),Ui(rCxC:n(c,) E H’(Gx G) split by the 
Kiinneth formula into Kiinneth components, 
bvj,k(rc), uj,k(rG) E H’(G) 0 Hk(G). 
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The restriction of rc x c,n ,Gj to each of the two factors G x { 1) and { 1) x G gives 
back rc, SO wi.o(rG) = wo,i(rc) = wi(r,),Ui,o(rG) = Do,i(rc) = Ui(TG). On the other hand, 
restriction of rG x ClnCC, to d(G) gives the permutation representation of G onto itself 
by inner automorphisms. 
If G is abelian, d(G) is normal in G x G and G x G/d(G) % G via (g,h) t-+gh-‘; 
rGxGIAfGl is the lift of rG through this homomorphism and the Wi(rc) are the 
corresponding lifts of the wFq(rG). If G is nonabelian, however, this is no more true, 
and the study of wj,k(rc) and rj,k(r,) may be interesting. 
The classes wi(rG) were studied in [S, 123. 
Question 5.1. Let X be a one-dimensional regular integral scheme over Z[1/2], and 
n : 7c, (X) + 6, a continuous permutation representation of its fundamental group 
(naturally, this corresponds to an &tale covering of X). We can push the pull-backs of 
ui and Wi by TC to the &tale cohomology of X, getting classes 
Let F be the function field of X. By Theorem 5.2, pi: = Vi(~) - iwi(n) vanishes in 
H’(F). Let x be a closed point of X and 0 x.x its local ring. Since X is regular and 
one-dimensional, the homomorphism H’(O*,.) + H’(F) is injective. It follows that 
O,(z) is in the kernel of the map 
H’(X,,) + HO(XZar, Hi), 
where ,%“’ denotes the Zariski sheaf associated with the presheaf U ++Hi(Ubt). Is it 
true that f),(n) = 0 for i large enough, maybe i 2 6? In any case, f3,(rr).e,(n) = 0 for all 
i,j. Indeed, since X is one-dimensional, 0,(n) lies in H1(Xz,,,Pim ‘) c H’(X,,). There- 
fore e,(n). Uj(n) E H’(Xz,,, fl i ‘jm 2, = 0. Similarly, if X is a smooth variety of dimen- 
sion n over a field and n is a representation as above, then any product of n + 1 classes 
oi(~) vanishes in H*(Xi,). 
6. Orthogonal Galois representations and FrShlich’s twist 
Let S be an arbitrary scheme, X a scheme over Spec Z [ l/2] and E a flat bundle 
over S, whose fibres are orthogonal vector bundles over X. Suppose S is connected, 
and choose a geometric point 4: then 71, (S, ii) acts continuously on the fibre IE, and 
E can be reconstituted up to unique isomorphism from this datum. So lE corresponds 
to a continuous orthogonal representation of rci (S, II) on an orthogonal vector bundle 
over X. By Section 1, it inherits StiefellWhitney classes 
This cohomology group denotes mixed profinite cohomology; it can be described as 
l&r H’(X, rri(S,q)/N), where N runs through the open subgroups of the profinite 
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group rcl (S, II). From these classes, one deduces other classes 
W,(E) E H’(X&,, S&t). 
The latter cohomology can be described as follows: consider the category V of 
sheaves over St, with values in the category of sheaves of abelian groups over X6,. If 
8 is an object of V and U is an etale neighbourhood of X, z(U) is a sheaf over Set and 
U H T(S, R(U)) defines a sheaf of abelian groups r,(s) on Xa,. Then 3 H 
T(X, r,(g)) is a left exact functor from % to the category of abelian groups. Its right 
derived functors are denoted by Hi(Xet, Set, 3). This is obviously the cohomology of 
the product of the sites X,, and Sat. 
For 8 the constant sheaf Z/2, we just write H’(X,,,S,,). As any continuous 
n,(S,g)-module defines an abelian sheaf over Se,, we get a canonical map 
H’(X,,, nr(S, q)) + H’(X,,, Se,), hence the new classes. 
Now suppose that S = X. There is a diagonal morphism of sites 
A:X,,+X,,xX,, 
providing both a homomorphism in cohomology 
A* : H*(X,,, X,,) -+ H*(XJ 
and an orthogonal vector bundle A*1E over X. The latter can be described as follows: 
let N be the kernel of the action x1(X, 3)/N and E. Then N defines a finite Galois Ctale 
provided Y of X, with group G = 7~t(X,q)/N and E(Y) is an orthogonal vector 
bundle over X provided with an action of G. The fixed points of this action E(Y)’ are 
an orthogonal vector bundle over X, which is precisely A*IE. This construction is due 
to Frohlich [3] in the case where X is the spectrum of a field; we call A*[E the Friihlich 
twist of the Galois-equivariant orthogonal bundle LE. 
Proposition 6.1. w(A*[E) = A*w([E). 
Proof. This follows from the functoriality of equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes. 
More precisely, the covering Y defines a Tech hypercover EC x G Y such that the 
projection EC x G Y -+ X is homotopy equivalence (cf. [7,8]). Composing a 
homotopy inverse with the other projection EC x n Y + BG/X, we get a homotopy 
class of maps: 
X -+ BGIX, 
where BG/X is the constant simplicial sheaf over Xc, with stalks BG. Now 1E can be 
viewed as a simplicial orthogonal vector bundle over BG/X, and it is obvious with the 
above description of A*[E that its pull-back under the projection EC x G Y +X 
coincides with the pull-back of E under the projection EC x G Y --t BG/X. On the 
other hand, the cohomology map H*(BG/X) --t H*(X,,) deduced from the above 
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projection coincides with the composite 
H*(BG/X) = H*(X&,, G) + H*(Xet, nr(X,?/)) + H*(Xe,, Xc,,)A:H*(X,,,) 0 
Consider !E, as earlier, as an orthogonal vector bundle E over X,,, with a continuous 
representation p : nl (X, yI) --f T(X, Am(E)) of the fundamental group of X (or a finite 
quotient of the latter). We can view both the Stiefel-Whitney classes of E and the 
geometric Stiefel-Whitney classes of p as elements of H*(Xct). 
Corollary 6.1 (Friihlich). (a) w,(A*(E,p)) = w,(E) + wl(p); 
(b) w,(A*(E,p)) = wl(E) + wz(p) + +(E).w,(p) + d*Sp(-Cp)~ 
Proof. This follows from Propositions 6.1, 1.1, 1.2 and Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark 6.1. Actually Frohlich proved these formulas in the case of a field extension, 
and in a slightly different language [3]. They were reproven by Snaith in special cases 
and by Jardine [7, S]. The approach taken here, and in particular the proof given here 
of Theorem 2.1, was first described in the case of a field extension in a letter to 
Friihlich, alluded to in the introduction of [3]. I like to attribute (b) to Frohlich even 
in this general case, because he is the one who had the idea to introduce the ‘spinor 
class’ d*Sp(E, p). 
The cuse of un &ale covering. Let rc : Y + X be an etale covering of degree n of X; to 
n corresponds a continuous permutation representation 71: rcr (X, II) + Gn. Letting 
(Z,, act in the standard way on the trivial vector bundle A”, provided with the standard 
quadratic form .x: + ... + xi, we get a Galois orthogonal representation IE, over X, 
as above. 
Lemma 6.1. (Frohlich). A*[E, is x*Ai provided with the yuadratic,form Tr,.x2. 
Proof. Let 7rga’ : Y gal + X be a Galois covering rc and i.: Y gal + Y its factorization 
through Y. There is a morphism of orthogonal bundles 
given locally by u ~(su),,,,(x,~)/=,(x,~). Here the left-hand side is provided with the 
quadratic form given locally by u HTr, t12 and the right-hand side is provided 
with the quadratic form given locally by (u,),,,,(~.~,,~,(~.~) ++I$. One 
checks that it induces an isomorphism 
Theorem 6.1. Keep notation as in Lemmu 6.1. Then, for all i 2 1, 
wi(Tr,X2) = Wi(TZ) + (2).Vi-l(~~). 
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.1, Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 6.1. 0 
Corollary 6.2 (Esnault). wz(Tr,x2) = w2(n) + (2).w,(n). 
This follows from Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 5. I. 
Corollary 6.3 (Kahn). [f X is the spectrum qf a ,je/d, then 
wi(Tr,x2) = Wi(~) + (i - 1) (2)‘wi_ I(R). 
This follows from Theorems 6.1 and 5.2. 
Remark 6.2. As observed by Serre [ 16, footnote p. 6551, the formula of Corollary 6.3 
follows from [ll, Theorem 31. Yet it does not appear as such in [ll], so it may be 
worth explaining how to derive it from [l 1, Theorem 31. With the above notation, the 
formula of [1 1, Theorem, 31 is 
w(Tr,x2) = w(z) (1 + (2).w,(lr)). 
If we develop this expression, we get 
wi(Tr,x2) = wi(n) + (2).w,(n).wi_,(n). 
For i even, we have Sq’wi-,(z) = wi_l(n) + ~‘.~(7r).w_~(n) (Wu formula). But 
Wi_2(~) is decomposable, that is, sum of cup-products of classes of degree 1 [l 1, 
Theorem 41; in this special case it follows by induction from the above formula, since 
the wi(Tr,x2) are obviously decomposable). Since it is even-dimensional, its Sq’ is 
0 because of the identity u2 = ( - 1). a for a class of degree 1 in Galois cohomology. 
Therefore, w~(~c).w_~(~) = wi_l(~). If now i is odd, we have Sq’Wi_2(71) = 
w~(z).w-~(~c) and, on the other hand, Sq’Wi_,(~) = ( - l).wi_2(z), since Wi~2(7C) is
an odd-dimensional decomposable Galois cohomology class (arguing as above). So 
for i odd, we have 
~~l(n)‘Wi~z(X) = ( - l)‘Wi_2(n). 
But then, (2).w,(7z).wi_,(n) = (2).( - l).~~_~(z) = 0 since (2).( - 1) = 0. 
Remark 6.3. Just as easily one can get the case of forms ‘Tr ax” rather than ‘Trx”. 
Specifically, we may consider above an orthogonal line bundle [I over Y. It defines 
a representation 7ck : xc1 (X, ?j) -+ 6, j Z/2 (wreath product). Note that 6, S Z/2 is ca- 
nonically isomorphic to O,(Z), so that classes wi(nn) and ~~(71~) are defined. The 
formula of Theorem 6.1 then becomes wi(n* IL) = wi(ncIL) + (2). Vi_, (7~~) (but note that 
u1(7cIL) = w,(7c), not w1(7cL)). 
Remark 6.4. If 7c is a G&is covering with group G, G acts on the orthogonal bundle 
‘Tr x2’. We therefore get equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes for this bundle, with 
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values in H*(Xet, G). These classes can be obtained from those of Remark 5.1 by the 
same procedure as above. 
7. Oddly ramified coverings of Dedekind schemes 
Recall that a Dedekind scheme is a noetherian, regular, one-dimensional scheme. If 
X and Y are Dedekind schemes, a morphism n: Y + X is a ramified covering if it is 
finite, flat and generically separable. It is tamely ramijed if all residue extensions are 
separable and all ramification indices are prime to the corresponding residue charac- 
teristic, and has odd ramification if all ramification indices are odd [2, 3.101. 
Let 7~: Y + X be a tamely ramified covering with odd ramification of Dedekind 
schemes over Spec Z [ l/ 21. Just as in [2,4.5], we associate to it an orthogonal vector 
bundle over X: 
E = x,OY(DY ix)> 
where 
D 
e -1 
Y/X = = 2 
Ly E Div Y, 
YEY 
and the quadratic structure on E is defined by the composite 
E 0 E --f 71*0y(2Dyix) = rr,~~,~%&, 
where oyix is the sheaf of relative differentials (‘codifferent’) and Tr is the trace 
morphism. 
In [2], we proved a formula relating w2(E) to another invariant wz(n) ofz: in this 
section we are going to generalise this formula to the higher StiefellWhitney classes of 
E. We shall use the higher geometric StiefellWhitney classes wi(rc) defined in [2,3.15], 
as well as new classes ui(z) that will be defined presently. 
Assume X irreducible; let rcga’ : Y ga’ --f X be the Galois closure of rr. Then rr@’ is still 
tame and oddly ramified [2, 3.11, 3.121. If G = Gal(ng”‘), recall that we defined in 
[2, 3.3, 3.12) canonical homomorphisms 
n# : H’(G) --f Hi(Xet). 
The covering rr defines a permutation representation rt : G + G,,, where n = deg(rr); 
hence the following notation. 
Notation 7.1. (a) wi(Z) = Z##n*(wi); vi(Z) = 7L#Z*(Ui). 
(b) G’(n) =Ci>oWi(n) + (2)‘vi_r(n). 
This definition obviously extends to the case when X is not irreducible,. going 
component by component. 
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Finally, recall the divisor [2, 4.51 
2 
o(Y/X) = c 
xtx yen 
1 ~[K(~):Ic(x)]x E DivX 
‘(X) 
that we view as an element of H2(Xet) via the map PicX = H’(Xet, G,) + H2(Xct) 
given by the Kummer exact sequence 1 -+ p2 + G,$+ G, + 1. We can now state 
the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7.1. w(E) =+(x)(1 + [1 + (- I)]-‘w(Y/X)). 
Proof. We proceed exactly as in [2 Section 71. Let 4 : Z + X be the Kummer covering 
constructed in [2, Section 41. It has the following properties: 
(1) deg (4) is odd; 
(2) Let T be the normalisation of T’: = Z x xY and zz: T + Z be the composite 
T + T’z Z. Then 7cz is an etale covering. 
Property (1) and the formula 4,4* = multiplication by deg (4) show that the 
formula of Theorem 7.1 is equivalent to the formula 
4*w(E) = $*[G(n) (1 + [l + ( - l)]~‘w(Y/X))] 
By functoriality of the Stiefel-Whitney classes, one has 4*w(E) = w(4*E). On the 
other hand, by [2, 3.71 one has 4*%(z) = $(n,). Therefore, the formula to prove 
becomes 
w(4*E) = Kqnz) (1 + [l + ( - I)]-‘4*o(Y/x)). (7.1) 
Let F denote the orthogonal bundle on Z constructed similarly to E on X. By 
[2, 6.21, one has 
w(F 0 ( - gb*E)) = i [I + ( - l)lnmi.‘.i(y) (7.2) 
i=O 
and 
w($‘E@( - $*E)) = i: [l + ( - 1)1"-i.G(4*E). (7.3) 
i=O 
Here ci denotes the ith Chern class of a vector bundle, viewed in mod 2 cohomology, 
and g is the subsheaf (actually a vector bundle, since Z is a Dedekind scheme) of 
(qb*E), =(F), generated by q5*E and F [2, 4.71. Also, -F denotes the quadratic 
bundle with underlying vector bundle F provided with the quadratic form - q, where 
q is the quadratic form of F, and similarly for - 4*E. Dividing (7.2) by (7.3) one gets 
w(F)/w(~*E) = i [I + ( -l)Imi.Ci(a) i [l + ( -l)]mi.ri($*E) . (7.4) 
i=O i=o 
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Lemma 7.1. (a) For any vector bundle E over a Dedekind scheme S and any theory of 
Chern classes, one has ci(E) = 0,for i > 1. 
(b) Let D, D’ be two classes of divisors of S in H2(Se,). Then D. D’ = 0 in H4(Se,). 
Proof. It is well-known that K,(S) is generated by classes of line bundles. Part (a) of 
the lemma follows. Part (b) is a special case of (a), as D. D’ = c2(L 0 L’), where L and 
L’ are line bundles with c,(L) = D and c,(L’) = D’. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7.1 (Conclusion). Using Lemma 7.1, we can rewrite (7.4) as 
follows: 
w(F)/w(4*E) = (1 + Cl + ( -l)l-‘c&c))/(l + 11 + ( -l)lmlc~($*E)) 
= (1 + [l + (- l)l-‘c,(g))~(l + I1 + (-1)lr’cr(4*a) 
= 1 + Cl + ( -l)]-%,(g) + c,($*E)), 
or 
w($*E) = w(F) (1 + [l + ( -l)lm’(c&) + cl($*E)))-’ 
= W(F) (1 + Cl + ( -1 )I- ’ @~(a) + c1(4*@)). 
By [2, 4.8 (iii) and 4.91, we have 
c,(g) + cl(#J*m = @*o(y/x). 
Formula (7.1) now follows from (7.5), (7.6) and Theorem 6.1. 0 
Corollary 7.1. For all i 2 1, 
W,(E) = Wi(7C) + (2).Uimr(7Z) + 0(y/x)(wj-2(7c) 
+ ( - 2i-3). Wj~3(7L) + ( -1)2’ Wi~4(TI) + ‘.. + ( -1)i-2). 
Proof. Developing the formula of Theorem 7.1, one gets 
W,(E)= Wi(7L) + (~).II-~(x) + OJ(Y,/X)(Wi-2(n) t (~).V,-~(TZ) 
+ ( -l)‘(Wi-3(7L) + (2)‘Vi-z$(Z)) + “.). 
Observing that ( -l).(2) = 0, we get the formula 
wi(E) = Wi(n) + (2)‘Ui-r(~) + W( Y/X) (wi-2(~) + (2).Vi-3(~) 
+ ( -1)‘Wi_3(7c) + ( -1)2’ Wi-4(71) + “’ + ( -1)‘-2). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 5.2, Vi~3(n) - (i - ~)w,-~(x) E H ‘(XZar, Zim4) E 
Hip3(Xet) (compare the argument in Question 5.1). Since, similarly, o(Y/X) E 
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H’(X Zar,2’), we get W(Y/X).(Ui~3(n) - (i - 3)wi~,(n)) E H2(X,,,,xim3) = 0, 
which gives the formula of corollary 7.1. 0 
It is an open question whether one can simplify this formula further. 
Remark 7.1. As in Remark 6.3, one can extend Theorem 7.1 to the case of 
rr*([L 0 DyIx), where [L is an orthogonal line bundle on Y. An easy way is to introduce 
the associated quadratic covering YR + Y, to observe that the composite covering 
rr’: YI1 --f X is still tame with odd ramification and to divide the formula of Theorem 
7.1 for .na by that for 71 (cf. [16]). One gets w(rc.JIL@DyIx)) = G(rrIL) 
(1 + [l + (-l)]-‘w(Y/X)), where rc, corresponds to the representation of 
Remark 6.3 in the etale case and %(Q is defined similarly to G(rc). Details are left to 
the reader. 
Remark 7.2. The same comment as in Remark 6.4 applies in this context, when rr is 
a Galois covering. 
Appendix A: The irreducible Zariski topology 
Let X be a scheme. We define a topology on the underlying set (XI of X as 
follows: a subset U of 1 X 1 is open if U = 8 or U is a dense open subset of IX I for the 
standard Zariski topology. This is called the irreducible Zariski topology or Zir 
topology on X. 
Proposition A.l. (a) 1x1 is irreduciblefor the Zir topology. 
(b) Assume that X is a union ofjnitely many irreducible components X,, ,X, 
(for the Zariski topology). Let x be a point of X. Then the intersection of the 
open neighbourhoods of x in the Zir topology is equal to (the underlying set of) Spec R, 
where R is the semi-local ring of X at {x,7,, . . . , q,}, where ni denotes the generic point 
Of Xi. 
Proof. (a) is obvious. For (b), let U be an open neighbourhood of x in the Zir 
topology of X. Since U is Zariski-dense, it meets all the Xi, hence contains all the yli. 
Hence the intersection Y of all these neighbourhoods contains x and all the pi. 
Conversely, let y E Y. We claim that either y is one of the ‘?i or it is a generisation of x. 
Assume that y is not one of the yi. Let y E Xi, for an appropriate i. Then {y) is 
a proper closed subset of Xi and U = X - {y} is a Zariski-dense open subset of X. 
We cannot have x E U, otherwise Y G U and y E U. Hence x E { y}, as required. But 
the set consisting of the V]i and the generisations of y is precisely ISpec RI. 0 
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Appendix B: Proof of Proposition 5.1 
Lemma B.1. Let k be ajield and PI, . . . , PN E k[T1, . . , TN] be N polynomials in N in- 
determinates T1, . , TN. If the Jacobian determinant det (aPi/dTj) is not identically 0, 
then PI, . . . , PN are ulgebraically independent. 
Proof. This follows for example from [l, Section 16, Theorem, 43; here is an 
elementary proof. Let if possible f(P,, . . . , PN) be an algebraic relation between 
PI, . . . , Phi over k, of smallest nonzero degree. Derivating with respect to T1, . . , TN, 
the hypothesis gives (~~/aTi) (P,, , PN) = 0 for all i, hence af/dTi = 0 for all i by 
minimality. If k has characteristic 0, this implies that fis constant, hence 0. If k has 
characteristic p > 0, this implies that all monomials off have all their exponents 
divisible by p. Up to embedding k into a perfect field, it means thatf= yp for some 
other polynomial g. We are done by the induction on deg(f). 0 
To prove Proposition 5.1, we then have to show that the determinant 
2sis2nfl 
os;<2n-1 
is not identically 0. We view the wi( p”) as elementary symmetric functions in variables 
to, . . . , txn-l subject to the relations t3i + txi+l + tji+z = 0, with tsi = $zi, 
t3i+l = Ic/zi+l, and t3i+2 = ~2ilc/2i+ ,. In other words, let Oi denote the ith elementary 
symmetric function in to, . . , t3n_ 1; then 
hence 
awi(P”) doi doi 
$bzj = at3j + dt3j+2’ 
03.1) 
MP”) &si 
==+ 
hi 
a*2j+ 1 at3j+2’ 
03.2) 
(In the right-hand side of these expressions, the variables t+!/j have been substituted 
after derivating with respect to the tjS.) 
Lemma B.2. dai/atj = CT- 1 + tjoi- 2 + . . . + t i.- ‘. I 
Proof. We may assumej = 3n - 1, to fix ideas. Lemma B.2 then follows by induction 
from the two formulas 
ai(tO, ..f > t3nm 1) = oiCtO> . . . ,t3np2) + t3nm2ai-l(t09 ... ,t3n-2)* 
doi 
- = oi-l(t,, . . . ) t+2). at,,- 1 0 
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Proposition B.3. With the above notation, one hus 
Z<iSZn+l 
= det(bij) I cjs2n , 
O<jsZnml 
O<jsZnm1 
with 
bi.2j = $\j + ($2j + $2j+ l)i, bi,zj+l = tii,j+ 1 + ($2j + $2j+ l)i. 
Proof. By Lemma B.2 and formulas (B.l) and (B.2), one has 
Therefore, up to reindexing, the matrix (awi(P”)/~~j)z g i c 2n+ 1,o c j5 2n_ 1 is the 
product of (bij)l s i 5 2n.0 5 j 5 2n- I (on the right) by (aij)l s is 2,,. 1 s j s Zn (on the left), 
where aij = Ci-j for i >j and 0 for i <j. But det((aij)I I: i s Zn,l c j s 2n = 1, since it is 
a triangular matrix with 1s on the diagonal. 
Lemma B.4. The polynomial D is divisible by $0$1 ... $2n_ 1. 
Proof. Setting tizj = 0, we get bi,2j+ 1 = 0 for all i; setting $2j+ 1 = 0, we get hi, 2j = 0 
for all i (notation of Proposition A.l). 0 
Proposition B.5. Set 
Then 
d(nY$1,$3, .f. ,Ic/z”-l) = $,$3 ..~$2nml~($1rti3, .‘. >ti2n-1143 
where V’(T1, T2, . . . , T,) is the Vandermonde polynomial n j>i(Tj - Ti). 
Proof. We have 
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hence by Proposition B.3, A” = det(bfj)r $ is Zn.O s j s Zn_ 1, with bi.,j = I/I&~, and 
bi,zj+ 1 = i$kj: 1. To prove Proposition B.5, we proceed in three steps: 
(i) for n 2 2, show that A(“’ is divisible by tjl 1+!1~(1(1r - 1c/3)4; 
(ii) for n 2 2 and Al = A@“/$,$,($, - $3)4, show that A,(O,O,II/,, .,. ,$,,_,) 
+ 0 by induction on n; 
(iii) conclude by a degree computation. 
Step (i) We may replace the line (bj,) 1 ii s Zn- 1 by (bj, + bi,), s is 2n- 1 and sim- 
ilarly (bL) 1 s i s 2n- 1 by (bL + bi3), s i s 2n_ ,; these new lines are, respectively, divi- 
sible by +r and $3. Performing the division yields a new determinant 
det(cij)l s i s 2n.o 5 j s 2nm 1, with 
cjo = (i - l)@- l, ci2 = (i - l)$‘;- ‘, Cij = bij otherwise. 
We may now replace the line (ciO)r s is 2n_, by (Cio + ci2)r sis2n-1 and the line 
(Cir )r s i s zn- 1 by (sir + Ci3)r < is In- 1. Each of these two lines is obviously divisible by 
(til ~ $3)2. This completes step (i). 
Step (ii). Performing the division by ($I~ - Ic/3)4 and making rj3 = $I yields a new 
determinant det (dij)l c i s 2n. o s j s 2n 1 as follows: 
Al(til>$l,ti5, . >$zn-1) = 
In the first and second lines, the only nonzero entries are fourth powers of $r, which 
appear every four indices; in the third and fourth lines, the same holds with squares of 
*I every other index. The other lines of the determinant are the same as in 
det(bij)r s i s 2n, 0 s j s 2n - I . If we now substitute $1 = 0, we get 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I//;’ . . . 
0 0 1 0 0 0 I//‘: 0 . 
0 1 0 Ic/: 0 *;’ 0 lj; . 
1 0 I//: 0 +; 0 *: 0 . . 
A1(0,0>11/s, . ,$2nml) = 
which clearly equals det(b! .) II SsisZn,4sisZn-1, This is nothing else than 
(Icls . . . rjzn_ 1)4A(n-1)($5, . . . ,$i,_ r). By induction on n, A’“- 1)($5, . . . ,I,!J~~_ I) + 0, 
hence Al + 0 (note that A”’ = 1, and A”) = tjl, to start the induction). 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 . . . 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Step (iii). By steps (i) and (ii) A (‘) is nonzero (which is enough for the proof of 
Proposition 5.1) and divisible by rjI $3 ... Ic/2n_ 1 V’(I)~, IJ?~, .. . ,$2n_ 1)4. But D is a ho- 
mogeneous polynomial of degree 1 + 2 + ... + 2n = n(2n + l), since its ith line is 
homogeneous of degree i. Therefore A W’ is homogeneous degree n(2n - 1). This is also 
the degree of$,$, ...ti2nm1 F(til,lcIj, ,ti2nm1)4, so the quotient of the two poly- 
nomials is a nonzero constant, which must be 1 as coefficients are in F2. 0 
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